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Another large convoy consisting of merchant ships of the United Nations

carrying important supplies to Russia has fought its way through to a North

Russian port. The passage was made in the face of U-boats and heavy and

determined air attacks by bomber, dive-bombers and torpedo-carrying aircraft,
which were delivered almost continuously for five days and nights. It is

estimated that the enemy employed well over one hundred aircraft in these attacks.

This is the most difficult time of year for the passage of these convoys

to North Russian ports. There is no darkness during which respite from attacks

may be expected or when shadowing aircraft or U-boats can be eluded, and

navigation is restricted by the Arctic ice.

Under the conditions prevailing, the passage of those convoys has only
been made possible by the close and efficient co-operation between the Royal

Navy and the Merchant Navy; the fortitude of the officers and men of both

services and their determination to ensure that the products of the arms

factories of Britain and the U.S.A. reach their Russian allies.

The first enemy attacks on the convoy developed on the evening of May 25.

These attacks were made by Heinkel torpedo-carrying aircraft and Junkers 88

dive-bombers. The defence and discipline of the convoy end its escort were such

that the attacks were beaten off one no ship was sunk.

From the eveing of May 25 until the 30th May, heavy air attacks by bombers,
dive-bombers and torpedo-carrying aircraft were delivered on the convoy. Those

attacks were practically uninterrupted, owing to the almost continuous daylight.
The casualties inflicted on the enemy during these attacks amounted to one

Heinkel 111 and two Junkers 88 certainly destroyed, two more aircraft probably

destroyed and two others damaged.

One of the Heinkels was destroyed and another damaged by a Hurricane

catapulted from one of the ships. Fighters catapulted from specially fitted

ships have to land in the sea when their flying endurance is exhausted and the

pilots therefore have to take their chance of being soon and picked up. The

pilot of this Hurricane, Flying Officer Alastair Hay, R.A.F., was wounded but

was picked up by one of H.M. ships forming the convoy escort.

It will he recollected that during the time that this convey was at sea the

German High Command laid claim day by day to have sunk a large number of ships,

eighteen in all, with many others damaged. Now that the convoy has arrived at

its destination, it is possible to state that the total claims made by the enemy

represent an exaggeration of over 175 per cent.

That our losses wore not far higher than they wore against this scale of

air and under-water attack, was due to the gallant defence and magnificent

handling of the heavily laden ships in convoy no less than to the efforts of

the escort. The officers and crews of both convoy and escorts have the

satisfaction of knowing that they have delivered a large and important
reinforcement to Russia's equipment in her present struggle.
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